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Abstract— This project is to implement the traditional odd 

and even system technically. So in this project we are going 

to implement a digitalized advanced version of odd and even 

system with the help of embedded system .This project 

includes RFID tag to detect the vehicle which violets the 

certain set of rules. A high level programming language 

VB.net is used to program in embedded system. 

Additionally theft detection module is implemented in 

software to increase the efficiency of cops. Required 

database is been outsource from a professional virtual space 

for example CLOUD which is been hired by the 

organization running this system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Odd-even rationing is a method of rationing in which access 

to some resource is restricted to half the population on any 

given day. In a common example, private vehicles may be 

allowed to drive, park, or purchase gasoline on alternating 

days, according to whether the last digit in their license plate 

is even or odd. 

Rationing access, rather than gasoline, based on 

number plate parity can reduce traffic congestion. Road 

space rationing, also known as alternate-day travel, driving 

restriction, no-drive days is a travel demand management 

strategy aimed to reduce the negative externalities generated 

by urban air pollution, through articially restricting demand 

(vehicle travel) by rationing the scarce common good road 

capacity, especially during the peak periods or during peak 

hours. This objective is achieved by restricting traffic access 

into an urban cordon area, city center or district based upon 

the last digits of the license number plate on pre-established 

days and during certain periods, usually, the peak hours. 

II. LITERATURE 

At Beijing Olympics 2008,this type of system was 

introduced. 

At the beginning, this system was used on 

temporary basic, but it result was good so the government of 

china made it permanent. 

To control traffic and pollution, these system is 

been used in many countries like paris, Bogota, etc. 

III. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

A. Design Considerations 

1) To implement an intelligent RFID based fraudulent 

vehicle detection system for odd and even days for 

pollution control. 

2) Without any man power utilized i.e. Totally technically 

based odd and even policy/scheme. 

3) To tackle the critical issue of air pollution ultimately 

growing to cross its severe level in a particular city.  

4) To implement an automatic vehicle theft detection 

module to this project oncesthe case is filled. 

5) To increase the efficiency of police dept. For search 

operations regarding stolen vehicles. 

B. Description of the Proposed System 

The pollution control and traffic management system has 

efficient and also reduce manpower. To increase the 

efficiency of police dept. 

Fig. 1: 

Every car will be fabricated with rfid card at its 

chassi. As soon as car passes over the rfid reader zone an id 

will be recognized by the microprocessor or server pc 

connected near the road side. The rfid received will be 

obtained at pcs com port or usb port and a smart algorithm 

at pc will decode the received id against lookup table and 

the rfid will be checked against odd and even pattern with 

systems date time function. If everything is ok then no 

issue...algorithm will go on checking every 500 

milliseconds. But the soon problem is detected immediately 

algorithm will send message to the person violating rule 

feling fine against them... 

Finally we can sayastrict action is taken restriction 

false entry on road. 

C. Methodology 

1) We have used RFID (Radio Frequency Identication) 

technology in this. 

2) We are also using Embedded System. 

3) We are connecting our server to internet to outsource 

the database from CLOUD. 

D. Innovative Idea Used/ Innovational Ieda 

1) Used Against Traditional System 

1) We will overcome the heavy requirement of man power 

used in traditional system. 

2) Rather we would upgrade the system technically to 

make it completely self-sufficient. 

3) We are connecting our server to internet to outsource 

the database from CLOUD. 

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

 Technically implemented odd and even scheme has 

been more effective them the non-technical odd even 
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scheme in reducing the pollution level in a particular 

area. 

 This scheme has shown significant help to the traffic 

police and police dept.as the people are bound to follow 

some of the traffic norms. 

 This scheme also drastically reduced traffic congestion 

on the road 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have designed and implement the concept regarding odd 

and even system with the help of embedded system .This 

project includes RFID READER and RFID tag to detect the 

vehicle which violets the certain set of rules. A high level 

programming language VB.net is used to program in 

embedded system. PUC and Insurance module is 

implemented. Additionally theft detection module is 

implemented in software to increase the efficiency of cops. 
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